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1. Introduction
In this paper we consider the computation of a fixed point of a
nonexpansive function f using parallel, partially asynchronous iterative
algorithms of the form x := f(x). We give sufficient conditions under
which such algorithms converge, we show that some known methods [12],
[15] are of this form, and we propose some new algorithms. The
convergence behavior of the algorithms that we study is based on the
nonexpansive property of the function f, and is qualitively different
from the convergence behavior of most asynchronous algorithms that have
been studied in the past [13]-[20].
We start by defining our model of asynchronous computation. The
justification for this model and its interpretation can be found in [3].
Let 9n denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space. For each xE9rn , we
denote by xi the ith comconent of x, i.. : = (x-, .. n) We are v'--en
functions fi:' n-i, i=l,...,n, and we wish to find a point x*eR n such
that
x* = f (*),
where f:9 n-+9in is defined by f(x) = (f1(x),...,fn(x)) (such a point x* is
called a fixed point of f)
We consider a network of processors endowed with local memories,
which communicate by message passing, and which do not have access to a
global clock. We assume that there are exactly n processors, each of
which maintains its own estimate of a fixed point, and the ith processor
is responsible for updating the ith component. (If the number of
processors is smaller than n, we may let each processor update several
components; the mathematical description of the algorithm does not
change and our results apply to this case as well.) We assume that
processor i updates its component by occasionally applying fi to its
current estimate, say x, and then transmitting (possibly with some
delay) the computed value fi(x) to all other processors which use this
value to update the ith component of their own estimates (see Figure
1.1).
2Xi
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of the ith component of a fixed estimate to other processors.
point.
Figure 1.1
We use a nonnegative integer variable t to index the events of
interest (e.g. processor updates). We will refer to t as time, although
t need not correspond to the time of a global clock. We use the
notations:
xi(t) = ith component of the solution estimate known to processor i
at time t.
Ti = an infinite set of times at which processor i updates xi.
,ij(t) = a time at which the jth component of the solution estimate
known to processor i at time t was in the local memory of
processor j (j = l,...,n; teTi). [Naturally, Tij(t) < t.]
In accordance with the above definitions, we postulate that the
variables xi(t) evolve according to:
fi(x1 ( Gil (t)) ,...,x n ( in (t))) if teTi,
x i(t+l) = (1.1)f x i(t) otherwise.
A totally asynchronous model [16]-[20] is characterized by the
assumption
limk-*+o tij (tk) = +o,
3for all i, j and all sequences {tk)CTi that tend to infinity. This
assumption guarantees that given any time t1, there exists some t2 > t1
such that Tij(t) > t1 for all i, j and t > t2 , that is, values of
coordinates generated prior to tl will not be used in computations after
a sufficiently large time t2. On the other hand, the "delays" t-Lij(r)
can become unbounded as t increases. This is the main difference with
the following ipartial asynchronism assumption, where the amounts t-Tij.(t)
are assumed bounded (although the bound can be arbitrarily large).
Assumption A (Partial Asynchronism): There exists a positive
integer B such that, for each i and each teT4, there holds:
(a) < t-ij (t) < B-1, for al' j{l, .... .
(b) There exists t'eTi for which 1 < t'-t < B.
(C) ii(t) =t.
[For notational convenience we assume that initial conditions xi(l-B),
xi(2-B), ..., xi(O) are given for each i, so that the asynchronous
iteration (1.1) is well defined.] Parts (a) and (b) of Assumption A
state that both the communication delays and the processor idle periods
are bounded. Part (c) states that a processor never uses an outdated
value of its own component. Assumption A can be seen to hold in many
practical cases; for example, (b) holds if each processor uses a local
clock, if the ratio of the speeds of different local clocks is bounded,
and if each processor computes periodically according to its own local
clock.
Partially asynchronous iterations have already been studied in the
context of gradient optimization algorithms, for which it was shown that
convergence is obtained provided that the bound B of Assumption A is
sufficiently small [13]-[15]. Our results concern a different class of
methods for which convergence is established for every value of the
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bound B. This may be somewhat surprising in view of the fact that the
totally asynchronous versions of the methods considered here do not
converge in general. Results of this type are known so far only for an
"agreement" [15] and a Markov chain [12] problem (which are revisited in
§5). Our main result (Proposition 2.1) is the first general convergence
result for methods exhibiting this particular convergence behavior. It
is then shown in subsecrqent sections that Proposition 2.1 applies to a
variety of methods for several important problems. In fact, some of our
convergence results are new even when they are specialized to the case
of synchronous algorithms, that is, algorithms in which no delays are
present (B = 1)
2. A General Convergence Theorem
Throughout this paper, we use the following notations:
X* = {x I x n f(x) =x},
N
SI = cardinality of S, where S is a finite set,
lixll = max{ Ixil IieN }, where xe n ,
p(x,X) = inf{ llx-y I yEX }, where xEg n and XCSn is nonempty,
•2 = { (x*,P,S-,S+) I x*EX*, E(O0,+o), S-CN, S+CN,
S-US + :• 0, S-S =)S=0 }.
Also, for each (x*,i,S-,S+)E L2, we denote
F(x*, ,S-,S+) = x I xi*-xi=, V iS-, xi-xi*=- , V iES+ ,
i xi-xi* I < , V iE (S-US+ ) } .
In words, F(x*,f,S-,S+) is the relative interior of an (n-IS-US+I)-
dimensional face of the cube in Sn centered at x* with edge length 21
(the sets S- and S+ serve to specify a particular face). Our main
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assumption on the structure of f is the following:
Assumption B
(a) f is continuous.
(b) X* is convex and nonempty.
(C) If(x)-x*I11 < Ilx-x*II, V XE9_rn, V x*EX*.
(d) For any (x*,P,S-,S+)efQ, there exists se (S-US+) such that
fs(x) • xs for all xeF(x*,P,S-,S+) with p(x, X*) =.
Part (c) of Assumption B states that f does not increase the distance
from a fixed point and will be referred to as the pseudo-nonexpansive
property. This is slightly weaker than requiring that f be nonexpansive
(that is, lf (x)-f(y) l <_ I1x-yIl for all x and y in 9Vn ) and in certain cases
may be easier to verify. Part (d) states that for any x*eX* and P > 0,
4F - s the relative inter ior o -- fac of -e -of e -dirensior a_ cube run
x with edge length 2P, then f moves the same component xS oG all points
in F for which x* is the nearest element of X* (see Figure 2.1).
Furthermore s is a "worst" component index, in the sense that Ixs-x*i =
P = Ilx-x*ll. This part of Assumption B is usually the most difficult to
verify in specific applications.
F *
x
-------i,
i b * ~~ f(x)
X
Figure 2.1. f moves the same component of
all points in F for which x* is the
nearest element of X*.
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The convexity of X* is also sometimes hard to verify. For this
reason we will consider another assumption that is stronger than
Assumption B, but is easier to verify.
Assumption B'
(a) f is continuous.
(b) X* is nonempty.
(c) lf(x)-x*il < Ijx-x*11, V xein, V x*EX*.
(d) For any (x*, ,S-,S+)EQ, there exists se (S-US+ ) such that
fs(x) •x s for all xeF(x*,P,S-,S+) with xZX*.
Compared to Assumption B, part (d) of the new assumption is stronger but
part (b) is weaker because convexity is not assumed. We have the
following result:
Lemma 2.1 Assumption B' implies Assumption 3.
Proof: We only need to show that X* is convex. Suppose the contrary.
Then there exist x*EX* and y*EX* such that (x*+y*)/2ZX*. Let
D = IIx*-y*11/2, S1 = { i I xi*-yi*= 2 } S2 = { i I yi*-xi* = 2
and x= (x*+y*)/2. Then (x*,p,S1,S 2 )eQ, xiX* and
xEF (x*, , S 1,S2 ) , xeF (y*,,S 2 ,S1)
(see Figure 2.2).
x
Ix
*i
'x' .X
S1 = {2}, S2 = s = {2}, S2 {1}.
Fiaure 2.2. Two examples of x*, y*, S and S2.
_ · · , y , S 1 a n d S 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ---
7By assumption there exists se (SlUS2) such that fs(x) • x. Suppose that
seS1 . Then if fs(x) >xs, we obtain 11f(x)-y*II > P and if fs(x) <xs, we
obtain 1f (x)-x*ll > P. In either case Assumption B' (c) is contradicted.
The case where seS2 is treated analogously. Q.E.D.
Assumption B will be used in §4, while Assumption B' will be used in §3,
§6 and §7. Unfortunately, the following simple example shows that
Assumptions A and B alone are not sufficient for convergence of the
asynchronous iteration (1.1): Suppose that f(xl,x 2) = (x2 ,x1) (which can
be verified to satisfy Assumption B with X* = { (k,X) ke}). Then the
sequence {x(t)} generated by the synchronous iteration x(t+l) =f(x(t))
(which is a special case of (!.i)), wi t (C = Y,) , osci!aes
between (1,0) and (0, 1) To prevent such behavior, we introduce an
additional assumption:
Assumption C: For any xein, any x*EX*, and any seN, if f,(x) v xs then
Ifs (x) -xs* < 1lx-x*l .
We show below that Assumption C can be enforced by introducing a
relaxation parameter:
Lemma 2.2 Let h:91n-+9n be a function satisfying Assumption B. Then
the mapping f:'n_+>9n whose ith component is
fi(x) = (l-7i)xi+Yihi(x),
where Y1, .. , Y, are scalars in (0, ), has the same set of fixed points as
h and satisfies both Assumptions B and C.
Proof: It is easily seen that f is continuous and has the same set of
fixed points as h. This, together with the observation that fi(x) • xi
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if and only if hi(x) # x i, implies that f satisfies parts (a), (b) and
(d) of Assumption B. For any xe9in and any x*EX*, we have, using the
pseudo-nonexpansive property of h,
of (x)-x*Ii = - (1-'yi) (x-x*) +i (h (x) -x*) 
< (1-yi) J1x-x*l[ + yillx-x*ll
= IIx-x'il,
and therefore f also satisfies part (c) of Assumption B.
It remains to show that f satisfies Assumption C. Consider any
xe9tn , any x*EX*, and any seN such that f,(x) X x s . Then hs(x) • x s.
This, together with the fact that both x S and hs(x) belong to the
interval [xs*-llx-x*Il, xs*+llx-x*li] and Yse (0,1), implies that fs(x) =
( l-¥Y)Xs+ Ysh(x) is in the interio cf -the same interval. Q.E.D.
We will show next that Assumptions A, B and C are sufficient for
the sequence {x(t)} generated by (1.1) to converge to an element of X*.
To motivate our proof, consider the synchronous iteration x(t+l)=
f{(x(t)). Under Assumptions B and C, either (i) p(x(t+!),X*) <
p(x(t),X*) or (ii) p(x(t+l),X*) = p(x(t),X*) and x(t+l) has a smaller
number of components at distance or p(x(t),X*) from X* than x(t) . Thus
case (ii) can occur for at most n successive iterations before case (i)
occurs. For the partially asynchronous iteration (1.1), because of
communication and computation delays (each bounded by B, due to
Assumption A), the number of time steps until the distance to X*
decreases is upper bounded by roughly 2nB.
Proposition 2.1 Suppose that f :9n--9n satisfies Assumptions B and C,
and suppose that Assumption A (partial asynchronism) holds. Then the
sequence {x(t)} generated by the asynchronous iteration (1.1) converges
to some element of X*.
9Paoof: For each t > 0 denote
z(t) = (x(t-B+l), ...,x(t)),
d(z(t)) = inf xEx*{ max{lix(t-B+l)-x*l,...,Ilx(t)-x*ll} }.
Notice that the infimum in the definition of d(z(t)) is attained because
the set X* is closed (as a consequence of the continuity of f).
Lemma 2.3
(a) d(z(t+l)) < d(z(t)), V z(t)E[~n B .
(b) if d(z(t)) > 0, then d(z(t+2nB+B-1)) < d(z(t)j, V z(t)Ei nB.
2roof: Let D = d(z(t)) and let x* be an element of X* for which
max{llx(t-B+l)-x*ll,...,llx(t)-x*ii} = D. (2.1)
First we claim that
!!x(r)-x li _< , V r t-B+1. (2.2)
From (2.1), this claim holds for re{t-B+l,...,t}. Suppose that it holds
for all r{t-B+l,...,r' }, where r' is some integer greater than or equal
to t, and we will show that it holds for r'+l. By (1.1), for each iEN,
xi (r'+l) equals either xi (r') or fi (x (Cil (r') ) .,x n (Tin(r')) ) . In either
case we have (cf. Assumption A (a) and Assumption B (c)) that
ixi (r'+l) -xi* l < max{Iilx(r'-B+l)-x*ll,..., lx (r') -xi*1} < ,
where the last inequality follows from the induction hypothesis. This
proves (2.2). Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) immediately imply (a).
We now prove (b). Suppose that d(z(t)) > 0. With x* and D defined
as before (cf. Eq. (2.1)), denote
S-(r) = i xi(r)-xij=-f } S+(r) = { i I x,(r)-xi*= }.
First we claim that
S-(r+i) C S-(r), S+ (r+1) C S + (r), V r > t. (2.3)
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To see this, fix any r > t and let i be any element of N\S-(r) .t Then
(cf. (2.2))
x i (r)- Xi* >-j. (2.4)
By (1.1), either (i) xi (r+l) = xi( r) or (ii) x i( r+l) =
f4 (x (Til(r) ),...,xn(tin(r))) x (r) = i (xi(r) ) . (The last equality
follows from Assumption A (c) .) In case (i), (2.4) im-plies that
xi (r+l)- x i* > -P. In case (ii), Assumption C implies that
! xi (r+l)-xi* I < maxj xj (Tij (r) )-xj* I< P,
where the last inequality follows from (2.2). Therefore in either case
ieN\S-(r+l). By an analogous argument we can show that ieN\S+(r)
implies ieN\S+(r+l), and (2.3) is proven.
TLe (r) = S+ (r) u S - (r) for all r. We ne-t laim hnat, for r 2 t,
d(z( )) = r+2BB  Sr+2 S(r). (2.5)
To show this we will argue by contradiction. Suppose that, for some r >
t, we have d(z(r+2B)) = P and S(r) = S(r+2B). By (2.3), S-(r) = S-(r+l)
... = S-(r+2B) and S+(r) = S+(r+l) = ... = S+(r+2B). Let S = S(r), S =
S-(r) and S+ = S+ (r) . Then (cf. (2.2))
xi(r) = x,(r + l) = ... = xi ( r+2B) = xi*-P, V ieS-, (2.6)
xi(r) = xi(r+i) = ... = xi(r+2B) = xi*+f, V ieS+, (2.7)
,x. (r)-xi*i <P, ..., Ixi(r+2B)-xi*! <, V ieS. (2.8)
By Assumption A (b) and (1.1), for each iES, there exists
riE {r+B,...,r+2B-1} such that
xi (ri+l) = fi (Xl (Til (ri)) , ,Xn (Tn (i) ) )
This, together with (2.6)-(2.8) and Assumption A (a), implies that
xii = fi(xi), xieF(x*,, S-,S+), ViES,
where xi = (x (Ti 1 (ri)) ...,xn(Tn (ri ) ) ) . By Assumption B (d), there
t The notation A\B stands for ACrB, where B is the complement of B.
exists seS for which p(xS,X*) < P, i.e., there exist y*eX* and EE [0,P)
such that IlxS-y*ll=e. Let
e = max{ xi (m) -xi*J I iS, m = r+B,...,r+2B-1 },
M = max{ Ixi(m)-yi*j I ieS, m = r+B,...,r+2B-l }
(see Figure 2.3).
x(r+B)
.. .......... Y. x(r+2B-1)
Fiaure 2..
Since X* is convex, we have that, for any 03E (0,1), z*= (1-) x*+03y* is in
X* and, for m = r+B,...,r+2B-1,
jxi (m ) - z i*l = xiS-zi* I
< (1-0O) XxiS-xi*1+COXijS--y
=(1-co0) +0, V ieS,
Xi (m ) - z i J < (l-C) Jxi(m)-xi*+ t ) J Xi (m)-yij 
< (1-co)E+ M, V iES.
Since E < P and 8 < p, we have that, for co sufficiently small,
lix (r+B) -z*11 < x, ... , I (r+2B-1) -z*11 < 3.
This implies that d(z (r+2B-1)) <,, a conzradiction.
Lemma 2.3 (a) and Eq. (2.5) irmly that either d(z(t+2nB-1)) < P or
(cf. (2.3)) S(t+2nB) = ... = S(t+2nB+B-1) = 0. In the latter case we
obtain that
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d(z(t+2nB+B-1)) = max{fix(t+2nB)-x*H,...,lix(t+2nB+B-l) -x*ll} < .
Q.E.D.
By Lemma 2.3, the sequence {z(t)} is bounded and d(z(t).)
monotonically decreases to some limit 1. If 0 = , then (cf. (2.2))
{z(t)} has a unique limit point (which is in X*) and our proof is
complete. Suppose that P > 0, and we will obtain a contradiction. Let
t = 2nB+B-1. (2.9)
Since {z(t)} is bounded, there exists some z*e3inB, z*E9i-nB and
subsequence T of {0,i,...} such that
{z(t)}t~eT -> Z*, {Z(t+t*)}teT -> Z. (2.10)
Note that since d(z (t ) )- and is a ccnt nuous function, (2. 10
implies that d(z*) = d(z"*) = P.
From (1.1), Assumption A and the definition of z(t), we see that,
for all t > 0,
z(t+t*) = u(z(t);0(t)), (2.11)
where 0(t) denotes the set
{ (r-t,til(r) -t,...,tin(r)-t) I rETiC{t,...,t+t*}, ieN } (2.12)
and u(.;O(t)):'nB- +3nB is some continuous function that depends on f and
0(t) only. (Note that u(-;O(t)) is the composition of the fi's in an
order determined by 8(t) and is continuous because f is continuous).
Since (cf. (2.12) and Assumption A) 0(t) takes values from a finite set,
by further passing into a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that
0(t) is the same set for all teT. Let 0 denote this set. Then from
(2.11) we obtain that
z(t+t*) = u(z(t);0), VteT.
Since u(-;0) is continuous, this together with (2.10) implies that z** =
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u(z*;O) or, equivalently, z(t*) = z** if z(O) = z* and
{ (rTi(r),...,Tin(r)) I reTir{O,...,t*}, ieN } = 8.
Since d(z*) = > 0, this together with Lem.ma 2.3 (b) implies that d(z**)
< d(z*) - contradicting the hypothesis d(z**) = P. Q.E.D.
Proposition 2.1 can be easily generalized in a number of
directions:
a) Replace the maximum norm by a weighted maximum norm of the form lixl =
maxilx ii/wi, where w i is a positive scalar for all i.
b) Consider functions f:X-4X, where X = Ilx...xI n and each I i is a closed
interval in 9i.
c) Consider time dependent iterations of the form x(t+l) :=f(t,x(t)).
It should be stressed that convergence fails to hold if Assumption A is
replaced by the total asynchronism assumption
limt-+oo tij (t) = +) , V i, j.
Some divergent examples can be found in Section 7.1 of [3].
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3. Nonexpansive Mappinas on a Box
Let g:9n-4 9jn be a continuously differentiable function satisfying
the following assumption:
Assumption D
(a) For each ieN, EjeN I gi.(x)/±Xj x - i, V xe.n
(b) For each ieN and jeN, either agi(x)/axj = 0, V xe9n or
agi (x)/axj X 0, V xe9I n .
(c) The graph (N, { (i,j) I agi(x) /xj #0}) is strongly connected.
Let C be a box (possibly unbounded) in in, i.e.,
C = { xe9n I !i < xi < ci V ieN },
for some scalars i ano Cd satisfy inc . < c awe a = - or i=
+o), and let [] denote hne orthogonal projection onto C, i.e., [x]+ =
(max{ll,min{cl,xl}},...,max{ln,min{cn,xn}}). We use the notation xT to
denote the transpose of a vector x. The following is the main result of
this section:
Prooosition 3.1 Let g:q2n-_9n satisfy Assumption D. If either g has
a fixed point or if C is bounded, then the function h:'in--49 n defined by
h(x) = [g(x)]+ (3.1)
satisfies Assumption B'.
Proof: Since both g and []+ are continuous functions, so is their
composition and part (a) of Assumption B' holds.
Consider any ieN. By the Mean Value Theorem, for any xe3 n and any
yegin, there exists 5eun such that
gi(Y)-gi (x) = (Vg i ())T(y-X) (3.2)
This implies that
15
Igi(Y)-gi(x) I <ji agi()/X jl I Yi-xil
< (j lagi ()/xj I) -lx-yll
<_ lx-yll,
where the last inequality follows from Assumption D (a). Since the
choice of i was arbitrary, g is nonexpansive. Since []+ is easily seen
to be nonexpansive, it follows that IHh(x)-h(y)I 1 < lig (x)-g(y)ll. Thus, h
is nonexpansive and part (c) of Assumption B' is satisfied.
We now show that h has a fixed point. Suppose first that g has a
fixed point y*. Choose P sufficiently large so that the set Y - xei 
lix-y*II< }rnC is nonempty. Then for every xeY we have, for all i,
Yi*-P < gi (x) < Yi*+,
and
either 1 <g. (x) <ci or 4 (:) < l < vi+P [ Yi-P Ci < (X)
Since hi(x) = max{li,min{ci,gi(x) }}, this implies that h(x)eY (see
Figure 3.1 below).
h(x)
g() 
Y*
Fiaure 3.1
Since h is also continuous and Y is convex and compact, a theorem of
Brouwer ([6], pp. 17) shows that h has a fixed point. Now suppose C is
bounded. Since h(x)eC for all xeC and C is convex and compact, the
same theorem of Brouwer shows that h has a fixed point.
We will show that Assumption B' (d) holds. Suppose the contrary.
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Then there exists some (x*,P,S-,S+)EQ such that for every se (S-US+)
there is a xSEF(x*,O,S-,S+) such that xseX* and hs(xS) = xss. Let S =
S-US+ and fix some s=S. By the Mean Value Theorem, there exists some
=Eg9 n such that gs(xS)-gs(x*) = (Vgs ( ))-(x s-x ' ). Let aj = ags()5!/xj
Then
D = IXsS-Xs*I = Ihs(xS)-hs(x*),
Igs (xS)-gs(x*) I
= a j (xjS-xj*) I
• (je S laj l)+ (XjS Iajl Ixjs-x*I)
< + jes I aj (I xjS-xj* -),
where the first inequality follows from the fact that the projection
onto Fls,csl is nonexpansive and the las- ineauaity follows from the
fact (cf. Assumption D (a)) that Zj aji < 1. Since ixjS-xj *i < for all
jeS, the above inequality implies that aj = 0 for all jeS. Since the
choice of sES was arbitray, we obtain from Assumption D (b) that
ags(x)/axj = 0 for all xe9n, sES, jiS. By Assumption D (c), it must be
that S = N. In that case F(x*,P,S+,S-) is a singleton and all the
vectors xS are equal. The equalities hs(xS) = xs, for all s, imply that
each xs is a fixed point of h - a contradiction of the hypothesis xSeX*.
Q.E.D.
Since Assumption B' is satisfied, the partially asynchronous iteration
x := (i-y) Yx+y[g(x) ]+
(with 0 < y < 1) converges, (Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and Proposition 2.1). An
important special case is obtained if C = 9Pn, g(x) = Ax+b, where A is an
nxn matrix and b is a given vector in 9?n. Assumption D amounts to the
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requirement that A = [aij] is irreducible (see [9] for a definition of
irreducibility) and Xjlaijl _< 1, for all i. Then, provided that the
system x = Ax+b has a solution, the partially asynchronous iteration
x := (1-y) x+y(Ax+b)
converges to it (with 0 < y < 1). As a special case of our results we
obtain convergence of the synchronous iteration
x(t+l) = (1-Y)x(t) +Y(Ax(t)+b)
This seems to be a new result under our assumptions. Previous
convergence results [9], [27] have made the stronger assumption that
either (a) A is irreducible and Xjlaij I < 1, for all i, with strict
inequality for at least one i, or (b) Ijlaijl < 1, for all i. Two other
important special cases are studied below.
3.1 Ouadratic Costs Subject to Box Constraints
Consider the following problem
Minimize xTQx/2 + qTx (3.3)
Subject to xeC,
where Q = [qij] is a symmetric, irreducible, nonnegative definite matrix
of dimension nxn satisfying
j;i I qijl ' qii, qii > 0, V ieN, (3.4)
q is an element of 91n, and C is, as before, a box in q9n .
Let D denote the diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal entry is qii.
Let A = I-D-1Q and b = -D-l1 q. We have the following:
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Pro 2s_.Q n The function g:qjn_+9Zn defined by g(x) = Ax+b satisfies
Assumption D.
Proof: g is clearly continuously differentiable and (cf. (3.4))
Ij Iaj j= Xj Iqiq!/qii • 1 for a11 i. Since ag(x)/ax; = aij for all
xet nr and A is irreducible, g satisfies Assumption D. Q.E.D.
It can be seen (using the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions [10]) that
each optimal solution of (3.3) is a fixed point of [Ax+b]+ and vice
versa, where [3] denotes the orthogonal projection onto C. Hence, if
(3.3) has an optimal solution, then (cf. Lemma 2.2 and Propositions 2.1,
3.1, 3.2) the partially asynchronous implementation of the iteration
x := (i-v)x+y[Ax+b1 +,
where 'yE(O,i), converges -o a solution cf (3.3!
3.2. Separable Ouadratic Costs with Sparse 0,+1.-1 Matrix
Consider the following problem
Minimize wTDw/2 +Tw (3.5)
Subject to Ew > d,
where D is an mxm positive-definite diagonal matrix, P is an element of
S"m, d is an element of 9n, and E = [eik] is an nxm matrix having at most
two nonzero entries per column and each nonzero entry is either -1 or 1.
Furthermore, we assume that the undirected graph a with nodes {l,...,n}
and arcs {(i,j)leik•O and ejk O for some k} is connected.
Consider the following Lagrangian dual [10] of (3.5)
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Minimize xTQx/2 + qTx (3.6)
Subject to x > 0,
where Q = ED-iET, q = -d-ED-'I. We show below that this is a special
case of the problem considered in the previous subsection.
Proposition 3.3 Q is symmetric, irreducible, nonnegative definite
and satisfies (3.4).
Proof: Since D is symmetric and positive definite, Q is symmetric and
nonnegative definite. To see that Q satisfies (3.4), let ~k denote the
kth diagonal entry of D (ak > 0), let O(i) denote the set of indexes k
such that eik ° 0, and let qij denote the (i,j)th entry of Q. Then
qij = I k eik((ak)
-
le j k
< lZke (i) O (j ) (ok) 1r
with equality holding if i = j. Hence, for each i,
IjwiIqij I -< Jji kEO(i)no(j) ((Xk)-1
- lkeO(i) (ak)-1
= qii r
where the second inequality follows from the fact that if kEO(i)nO(j)
for some j, then klO(i)nO(j') for all j' not equal to i or j. Finally, Q
is irreducible because a is connected and qij • 0 for i • j if and only
if there exists some k such that eik • 0 and ejk • 0. Q.E.D.
An example of constraints Ew > d satisfying our conditions on E is
IkWk < 1 and keKr Wk > 0 for r = 1,2,...,R,
where K 1, K2, ... , KR are some mutually disjoint subsets of {1,2,...,m}.
Such constraints often arise in resource allocation problems.
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4. Strictly Convex Cost Network Flow Problems
Let (N,A) be a connected, directed graph (network), where N=
(1,...,n} is the set of nodes and ACQNxN is the set of arcs. We assume
that i • j for every arc (i,j) . For each ioN, denote by D(i) the set
of downstream neighbors of i (that is, D(i) = { j I (i,j)EA }) and by
lt.(i) the set of upstream neighbors of i (that is, U(i) = { j I
(j,i)eA }) . Consider the following prohlenm
Minimize X(i,j)EA aij(fij) (4.1)
Subject to EjeD(i) fij - jeU(i)fj = si, V lN, (4.2)
where each a.:.'-i {+o is a sric-ly convex, lower semicontinuous
function and each si is a real number (see Figure 4.1).
tO f~~~~~'a
3~i){o )0 (i)
Figure 4.1
Note that any constraints of the form Ef = b, where each nonzero
entry of E is either -1 or 1 and E has a_ most two nonzero entries per
column, can be transformed into the conservation of flow constraint
(4.2) by negating some columns and adding a dummy row containing 1 in
columns where E has only one nonzero entry. Also note that capacity
constraints of the form
bij < fij < cijr
where bij, cij are given scalars, can be incorporated into the cost
function aij by letting aij(fij) = +-o for fij [bij,cij].
The problem of this section is an important optimization problem
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(see [2], [11], [22]-[25] for sequential algorithms and [1], [3], [26]
for parallel algorithms).
Denote by gij: 9 -4%9 U{+oo} the conjugate function ([10], §12; [11],
pp. 330) of aij, i.e.,
gij (T) = supC9{, l -aij (- 'i-
Each gij is convex and, by assigning a Lagrange multiplier Pi (also
called a price) to the ith constraint of (4.2), we can formulate the
dual problem ([10], §8G) of (4.1) as the following convex minimization
problem
Minimize q(p) = X(i,j)EA gij(Pi-Pj) -XieN PiSi (4.3)
Subject to pegn.
Let i" be the set of opTima1 soiui-ons for (4.3) . We make -he foilowinc
assumption:
Assumption E
(a) Each gij is real valued.
(b) The set P* is nonempty.
Assumption E implies (cf. [10], §11D) that the original problem (4.1)
has an optimal solution and the optimal objective value for (4.1) and
(4.3) sum to zero. Furthermore, the strict convexity of the aim's
implies that (4.1) has a unique optimal solution, which we denote by
f* = (.. ,fij*,.-.) (ij)e,A and that every gij is continuously
differentiable ([10], pp. 218, 253). Hence a given by (4.3) is also
continuously differentiable and it can be seen from (4.3) that the
partial derivative aq(p)/api, to be denoted by di(p), is given by
di(P) = jD(i) Vgij(pi-Pj) - jU(i) Vgji(Pj-Pi) -Si. (4.5)
Given a price vector peg9n, we consider an iteration whereby the
dual objective function q is minimized with respect to the ith
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coordinate Pi, while the remaining coordinates are held fixed. In view
of the convexity and the differentiability of q, this is equivalent to
solving the equation di(Pj,·,P pi_jl,Opi+i,.,-pn) =0 with respect to the
scalar 0. This equation can have several solutions and we will consider
a mapping which chooses the solution which is nearest to the original
price Pi. Accordingly, we define a function h: n_-+9n whose ith
coordinate is given by
hi(p) = argmin { l-Pii d(Pli rPi-i Pi+pi I pn) =0 . (4.6)
The minimum in (4.6) is attained and h is well defined because the set
{ di(Pr,...rPi-lrePi+ t, = ,pn) } is convex (due to the convexity of q)
and closed (due to the continuity of di) . Notice that h(p) = p if and
only if aq(p)/api = di(P) = 0 for every i. It follows that P* is the set
of fixed points of h.
Since q is convex, nhe set * is convex (P* is also nonempty by
assumption). Also from Proposition 2.3 in [2] we have that, for any
pE9in and any p*EP*,
minjeN{pj-pj*} < hi(p)-Pi* < maxjEN{pj-pj*} V iJN,
and hence h has the pseudo-nonexpansive property
llh(p)-p*lJ < lJp-p*ll.
Furthermore, by using Proposition 1 in [1] and an argument analogous to
the proof of Proposition 2.5 in §7.2 of [3], we can show that the
mapping h is continuous. Therefore h satisfies parts (a)-(c) of
Assumption B. We show below that h also satisfies part (d) of
Assumption B.
Lemma 4.1 The mapping h satisfies Assumption B (d).
Proof: We start by mentioning certain facts that will be freely used in
the course of the proof:
a) For any (i,j)E-A, the function Vgij is nondecreasing. (This is
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because gij is convex.)
b) di:'9n_-+9 is a nondecreasing function of the ith coordinate of its
argument when the other coordinates are held fixed. (This is because
the dual functional q is convex and di = aq/dPi-)
c) A vector p*ern belongs to P* if and only if, for every arc (i,j), we
have Vgj,(pi*-pj*) = fij*. (This is a direct consequence of the
Network Equilibrium Theorem in [113, pp. 349.)
Then for some (p*,P,S ,S+)EQ there exists, for every se (S-US+), a
pSeF(p*, S-,S+) such that hS(ps) = p5 s and p(SrP*)= . Let S = S-US+
and £ = f-max{ IPik-pi*l I iiS, keS }. Then, for all seS,
Pisf iPi*-+a£,pi*+P-e] if iOS, (4.10)
. S = _- 1 X S-, , iaz
piS = Di*+± if iES + . . 1)
Fix any ieS-. The relations (4.10), (4.11a) imply that
pii-pj' < (Pi*-•)-(Pj*-P) = Pi*-Pj*, V jED(i),
pji-pii 2 (Pj*--)-(Pi*-P) = Pj*-Pi*, t jU(i),
and, since Vgkl is nonincreasing for all (k,l)eAl,
Vgij (pi-pi) < Vgij (Pi*-P*) = fij*, V jD (i), (4. 12a)
Vgji(p_;i-pi-) > Vgji(pj *-Pi) = fji V jU(i) . (4.12b)
Since iES-, we have hi(pi) = pii or, equivalently, di(p i) = 0. Then
(4.5) and (4.12a)-(4.12b) imply that
0 = d i (pi)
-ED (i) Vcgji(pii- je(i) Vgji (pji-pii) + S i
> jlD(i,) fij*- EU(i) fji +s i
- 0,
where the last equality follows because the flows fij* and fji* must
satisfy the flow conservation equation (4.2). It follows that the
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inequalities in (4.12a)-(4.12b) are actually equalities and
Vgij (pii-pji) = fij*, V jED(i), (4.13a)
Vgji(pji-pii) = fji*, V jEU(i) . (4.13b)
Since the choice of ieS- was arbitrary, (4.13a)-(4.13b) hold for all
iES-. By an analogous argument (using (4.11b) instead of (4.ila)) we
can show that (4.13a)-(4.13b) hold for all ieS+ as well.
Let T[E9n be the vector whose ith component is
P *+£± if ieS+,
i = P' -£ if ieS-, (4.14)
Pi * otherwise.
We claim that
Vgij (Xi-Kj) = f , GV (i, ) (4.1
To see this, we note ^rom (4. 10), (4. 1a)-(4. lb), (4.14) and the fact
E S that, for any (i,j)e~A,
i-i. = P1-Pj , if io S, j S,
~i- j = (Pi*+e)-(Pj*+£) = Pi*-Pj*, if iES+, jS+,
- = (Pi*-£)(p.*-) = Pi Pj if ieS-, jeS-,
Pii-_P = (Pi*+3)-(Pj*-1) = P i*-Pj> if ieS+, jES-
Pi'-Pj ' = (Pi*-) - (j*+j) • 7- < i-j Pi*-Pj 
piPi Pj 2 (Pi *+P)-(Pj*+fp-) = i-7 Pi-Pj*, if ieS+, jeS,
Pii-pji < (Pi*-P)-(Pj*--6£) = i- < Pi*-Pj*, if iE S, jS ,
Pi-pji < (pi*+P-f) )-(pj*+P) = 7i-7j < Pi*-Pj*, if inS, jeS+,
Pi-Pj >_ (Pi*- +£)-(pj*-P) = Ži-7lj > Pi*-Pj*, if izS, jeS-.
Consider any (i,j)EA. The preceding inequalities show that ;i-ij is
always between pii-pji and Pi*-Pj*. The monotonicity of Vgij and the
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equalities Vgij (pi*-Pj*) = fij* = Vgij(pii-pji) (cf. Eq. (4.13)) imply
that Vgij(Ui-ij) = fij*. This completes the proof of (4.15)
Eq. (4.15) implies that teP*. Since (cf. (4.10), (4.11), (4.14))
lIpS-tll < IJpS-p*1i for all seS, this contradicts the hypothesis that
p(pSrP*) =-lps-p*1i for all seS. Q.E.D.
Since h has been shown to satisfy Assumption B, we conclude from
Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.1 that the partially asynchronous iteration
p := (1-Y)p+yh(p)
converges to an optimal price vector p*, where e (0,1). The optimal
flows are obtained as a byproduct, using the relation Vgaj(pi*-pj*) =
~f~.: Notice that the iteration for each coordinate r consists of
minimization along the ith coordinate direction (to obtain h i(p))
followed by the use of the relaxation parameter Y to obtain the new
value (l-y)pi+yhi(p) . As a special case, we have that the synchronous
Jacobi algorithm
p(t+l) = (1-y) p(t) +yh(p(t))
is also convergent, which is a new result.
A related result can be found in [1] where totally asynchronous
convergence is established even if Y = 1, provided that a particular
coordinate of p is never iterated upon. An experimental comparison of
the two methods will be presented in §8. We remark that the results in
this section also extend to the case where each arc has a gain of either
+1 or -1 (i.e., the fji term in Eq. (4.2) is multiplied by either a +1
or a -1).
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5. Agreement and Markov Chain Alaorithms
In this section we consider two problems: a problem of agreement
and the computation of the invariant distribution of a Markov chain.
These problems are the only ones for which partially asynchronous
algorithms that converge for every value of the asynchronism bound B of
Assumption A are available [13], [15] (in fact, these algorithms have
been shown to converge at a geometric rate). We show that these results
can also be obtained by applying our general convergence theorem
(Proposition 2.1).
5.1. The Agreement Algorithm
We consider here a set of n processors, numbered from 1 to n, who
try to reach agreement on a common value by exchanging tentative values
and forming convex combinations of t. heir own values with the values
received from other processors. This algorithm has been used in
[14]-[15] in the context of asynchronous stochastic gradient methods
with the purpose of averaging noisy measurements of the same variable by
different processors.
We now formally describe the agreement algorithm. Let N =
{l,...,n}. Each processor i has a set of nonnegative coefficients
{ai1,...,ain} satisfying aii > 0, ZjeNaij = 1, and at time t it possesses
estimate xi(t) which is updated according to (cf. (1.1))
xi ( t + )jN aijxj (ij (t)) if tEit
x;(t+l) = (5.la)
xi (t) otherwise.
xi(1-B) = ... = xi (O) = Xi, (5.lb)
where T i and tij (t) are as in §1 and xi is the initial value of processor
i. Let A be the nxn matrix whose (i,j)th entry is aij and let y be a
positive lower bound on the aii's. Using the results from §1 to §3 we
obtain the following:
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Proposition 5.1 If A is irreducible and Assumption A holds, then
{xi(t)}-+y for all ieN, where y is some scalar between minilxi} and
maxi{xi} .
Proof: It can be seen that (5.1a) is a special case of (1.1) with f(x)
= Ax. Let
B = (A-yI)/(!-y)
Then 7E (0, 1),
A = Y7I + (1-Y)B, (5.2)
and B = [bij] can be seen to satisfy EjEN I bijl < 1. Moreover, since A
is irreducible, so is B. Hence the function h:'9n4-+9n defined by h(x) =
3x satisfies Assumprnion D in C3. Since : has a fi-ed poil- (tn e zero
vector)f th-s together withn Proositior 2.1 ilies that h satisfies
Assumption B. Since (cf. (5.2)) f(x) = yx+ (1-y)h(x), this together with
Lemma 2.2 shows that f satisfies Assumption C. Then by Proposition 2.1
the sequence {x(t)} generated by (5.1a)-(5.lb) converges to some point
x' satisfying Ax' = x'. Since A is stochastic, xO must be of the form
(y, ...,y) for some ye 9 . It can be seen from (5.lb) that, for
re {1-B,...,0},
xi(r) < maxj{xjl}, V iEN. (5.3)
Suppose that (5.3) holds for all re{1-B,...,t}, for some t > 0. Then by
(5.la) and the property of the a4j's,
x (t+l) = EjEN aij-x j (aij (t))
_< jEN aijmaxj{xj }
= maxj{xj},
for all i such that teTi, and xi(t+l) = xi(t) < maxj{xj} for all other i.
Hence, by induction, (5.3) holds for all re{l-B,2-B,...}. Since x i(r) ->y
for each i, this implies that y < maxj{xj}. A symmetrical argument
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shows y 2 mini{ x i}. Q.E.D.
It can be shown [3], [15] that Proposition 5.1 remains valid if aii is
positive for at least one (but not all) i and, furthermore, convergence
takes place at the rate of a geometric progression. The proof however
is more complex. Similar results can be found in [15] for more general
versions of the agreement algorithm.
5.2. Invariant Distribution of Markov Chains
Let P be an irreducible stochastic matrix of dimension nxn. We
denote by Pij the (i,j)th entry of P and we assume that Pii > 0 for all
W. wish to mompute a row vec-or Tc of invariant probabili ies for
the corresponding Markov chain, i.e., 7i* > 0, iENi i*=1, tX = 1 P,
where N = {l,...,n}. (We actually have xi* > 0, for all i, due to the
irreducibility of P [31] .) As in §5.1, suppose that we have a network
of n processors and that the ith processor (ieN) generates a sequence of
estimates {fi(t)} using the following partially asynchronous version of
the classical serial algorithm 7c:=7P (cf. (5.1a)-(5.1b)):{ j rNPjijti(tij(t)) if tei,
ti (t+l) = (5.4)
l7i (t) otherwise.
7ui(l-B) = ... = n±(O),
where T i and ij (t) are as in §1 and xi(0) is any positive scalar. This
asynchronous algorithm was introduced in [12], where geometric
convergence was established. We show below that convergence also
follows from our general results.
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Proposition 5.3 If Assumption A holds, then then there exists a
positive number c such that xr(t) -c-.i .
Proof: We will show that (5.4) is a special case of (5.1a). Let
xi (t) = Ni(t) /i*, aij = j*-Pji/i*. (5.5)
Then the matrix A = [aij] is nonnegative and irreducible, has positive
diagonal entries, and
XjEN aij ZjeN j*Pji/1i*
= 7i */7i*
- 1
= ,
where the second equality follows from X1* = X*P. Furthermore it can be
seen from (5.4) and (5.5) that xi(t) evolves according to the iteration
(5.1). Therefore, by Proposition 5.1 and the initial positivity
conditions, {xi(t) } -+c for all i, where c is some positive scalar. It
follows from (5.5) that xKi(t) -4c.-i* for all i. Q.E.D.
Upon obtaining c-xt*, XC- can be recovered by normalizing c-xb.
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6. Neural Networks
Consider a connected, directed network G = (N,A2) and, for each
iEN, denote by U(i) the set { j I (j,i)eA } of upstream neighbors of
i. Let {Gi}ieN be a set of given scalars and let {}jejU(i) be a set
of nonzero scalars satisfying LjeU(i) IAiji < i. We wish to find
scalars {xj}ije such that
Xi = Oi(XjeU(i) Xijxj+i), V iEN, (6.1)
where 0i:'9-- is a continuous nondecreasing function satisfying
!im{_~_. ~i() =--1!, limb+ i() = 1 (6.2)
(see Figure 6.1). Notice that the function Oi maps 'the set [-l,l] n
into itself and, by Brouwer's fixed point theorem (r6], pp. 17), the
system (6.1) is guaranteed to nave a solution.
Figure 6.1. The function Pi
If we think of each node i as a neuron, Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) imply
that this neuron is turned on (i.e., xi = 1) if the majority of its
inputs are also turned on. Thus x4 gives the state ("on" or "off") of
the ith neuron for a given set of connections (specified by A) and a
given external excitation (specified by o i ) (see Figure 6.2).
Fiure 6.2.
Figure 6.2.
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Indeed, (6.1) and (6.2) describe a class of neural networks that have
been applied to solving a number of problems in combinatorial
optimization, pattern recognition and artificial intelligence
[28]-[30].
Let f:in_-+9n be the function whose ith component is
fi(x) = Qi(jeU (i) Kijxj+ i), V ie (6.3)
Then solving (6.1) is equivalent to finding a fixed point of f. In
what follows, we consider a special form for Oi and show that it gives
rise, in a natural way, to a nonexpansive function f that satisfies
Assumptions B and C of §2. To the best of our knowledge, asynchronous
convergence of neural networks has not been explored before. In some
sense, asynchronous neural networks are quite natural since biological
neural connections may experience long propagation delay.
Let + denote the right derivative of Oi, i.e.,
9i+( ) = li. 0(i( +a)- i (3))/£, i V .
The following result shows that, if Gi+ is sufficiently small for all i,
then f given by (6.3) satisfies Assumption B'.
Proposition 6.1 If G is strongly connected and each Qi is
continuous, satisfies (6.2) and
0 • i)O < i1, V E, (6.4)
then f given by (6.3) satisfies Assumption B'.
Proof: We have seen earlier that f has a fixed point. Since each 0i
is continuous, f is also continuous. Now we will show that f is
nonexpansive. Fix any iEN. Since (cf. (6.4)) the slope of Oi is
bounded inside the interval [0,1], we have
IOi(b)-0i(a)) I < Ib-al, V ae9 Z, be9t.
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Hence, for any xeG9 n and yE9 n,
I fi (Y)-fi(x I = I. i(XjEUi ijyj+ i) ijYj +(jU(i) Iijxji>
< I jeu(i) )-ij(Yj-xj)
_< jeU(i) I iji lyj-xj (5.5
Since Xjeu(i) ijij l I < , Eq. (6.5) implies that
I fi(Y)-fi(X) i < lix-yii.
Since the choice of iEN was arbitrary, this in turn implies that
1ll (x)-f (y)ll < lIx-yll, V xe9i", yE9n .
Therefore f is nonexpansive.
It remains to show that f satisfies Assumption B' (d) . Suppose
the contrar%.. Tmen tre xiSC 2an (X S S Q suCh that, for every
se (S-US+ ), there is an xs r (x*, ,S, S + ) SUch - hat
xSiX* and fs(xS) = xsS
Let S = S-uS+ (S • N since xSiX- for all seS) and fix any iES. By
(6.5) and the fact x* = f(x*), we obtain that
Ifi(xi)-fi(x*) I -< jeU(i) 1ikij I I xji-xj*
Hence
-- - jEU(i ) IXij Ixji--xj*I
= ljeU(i) Xijjli+ZjeU(i),jOSkxijI (lXi-Xj*--)
- 3+ jEU(i),SJijl (Ixji-xjI- ) 
Since Ixji-xj*l <3 and Xij ° 0 for all jeU(i), jcS, this implies that
U(i)n(N\S) = ) 0. Since the choice of iES was arbitrary, it follows
that U (i) n(N\S) = 0 for all i=S. Hence a is not strongly connected,
a contradiction of our hypothesis. Q.E.D.
It follows from Lemma 2.2 and Propositions 6.1, 2.1 that the
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asynchronous neural iteraton
x i := (1-y)xi+?i( jEU(i) )ijxj+ i)
converges, where yE(0,1) is a relaxation parameter. Two examples of vi
that satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 6.1 are
Qi(4) = 2 (l+e-2Y)-l-1,
and
ij(4) = max{-l,min{l,,}}.
Let us briefly discuss an alternative form for the function .i. If
we assume that each Oi is continuously differentiable and its
derivative ji' satisfies 0 < Qi'(q) < 1 for all HER, then it can be
shown that the restriction of the function f on a com-act set is a
contraction. In that case, the asynchronous neural iteration
Xi := i (ljeu(i) ijxji +i )
can be shown to converge even under the total asynchronism assumption
limt_+ tij(t) = +E, V i, j
(cf. Proposition 2.1 in §6.2 of [3]).
7. Least Element of Weakly Diagonallv Dominant, Leontier Systems
Let A = [akj] be a given mxn matrix (with m > n) and b = (...,bk,...)
be an element of 9m. We make the following assumption:
Assumption F
(a) Each row of A has exactly one positive entry and the set
I(i) { k I aki >0 }
is nonempty for all ieN (i.e., every column has at least one
positive entry).
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(b) -#j) i akj < aki if aki > 0.
(c) For any (kl,...,kn)eI(1)x...xI(n), the matrix [akj]iEN,jEN IS
irreducible.
Since aki > 0 for all kEI(i), we will, by dividing the kth constraint
by aki if necessary, assume that aki = 1 for all kETI(i), in which case
parts (a) and (b) of Assumption F are equivalent to
aki = 1, -ji akj < I and akj < 0, V jli, (7.1)
for all ksi(i), iEN.
Let X be the polyhedral set
X = { xe9gn I Ax > b }. (7.2)
We w-sh to find an e- lemen of X sa Lsf iAn
x > 11, V xeX
(such an element is called the least element of X in [71 and [8]).
Notice that if a least element exists, then it is unique. Let h: n_-+Rn
be the function whose ith component is
hi (x) = maxkEI () { bk - i akjx j }. (7.3)
It is shown in [7] that X has a least element for all b such that X is
nonempty if and only if A- is Leontief (a matrix E is Leontier if each
collmr of E has at most one positive entry and there exists y > 0 such
that Ey > 0 componentwise) . The following lemma sharpens this result
by giving a simpler necessary and sufficient condition for X to have a
least element. It also relates the least element of X to the fixed
points of h.
Lemma 7.1 Suppose That X X 0 and that Assumption F holds. Then,
(a) X has no least element if and only if
IjEN akj = 0, Vk. (7.4)
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(b) If 1 is a least element of X, then it is a fixed point of h.
Proof: We first prove (a). Suppose that (7.4) holds and let ee %n be
the vector with all coordinates equal to 1. Eq. (7.4) shows that Ae =
0. Thus, if x is an element of X, then x-keeX, for all positive
scalars X. It follows that X cannot have a least element. Now suppose
that (7.4) does not hold. We first show that X is bounded from below
(i.e., there exists some ae9n such that x > a componentwise for all
xeX) . If this were not so, then there would exist some veGS n and some
xeX such that vi < 0 for some i and x+XvEX for all positive scalars i.
The latter implies that A(x+?Av) > b for all i > 0 and hence Av > 0.
Fix any scalars (k1,...,kn)eI(l)X...XI(n) and consider an i such that vi=
mln-{v4}. Then (cf. Av > 0 and (7.1))
° < Vi +Lji akijvj = (-ji 1akija )iv ak j (viv)
Since v i < 0 and vi-v j < 0 for all j i, this implies that Zji lakij'
= 1 and v i = vj for all j • i such that akj • 0. By Assumption F (c),
there exists j • i such that akj - 0. We then repeat the above
argument with j in place of i. In this way, we eventually obtain that
v 1 =...=v n and 1 = lj#i lakijl for all ieN. Since our choice of
(kl,...,kn)EI(1)x...xI(n) was arbitrary, (7.4) holds - contradicting our
hypothesis. Hence X is bounded from below. Using (7.1), it is easily
verified that if x' and x" are two elements of X, then the n-vector x
whose ith component is min{xi',xi"} is also an element of X. Since X is
closed and bounded from below, X has a least element.
We next prove (b) . Since 1]eX, we have
Zj•i akjl]j +i > bk, V keI(i), V ieN.
Thus,
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hi(PI) = maxkEI(i){bk-X-;ji akjij} -< ni, V ieN.
If T] is not a fixed point of h, then the set I = { ieN I hi(nr) < ri }
is nonempty. Then, for every ieI, we have
EjeN akjlj > bk, V keI(i) (7.5)
Consider the n-vector j, defined by ri = li-E , if idI, and hi = Pi,
otherwise. For e positive and small enough, the inequalities (7.5)
remain valid. Furthermore if k UiEII(i), we have
ZieN aki = XiI akiTi + ji e I aki(T]i- 6) 2> iieN akili > bk'
where we used the property aki < 0 for keI(i). Thus, re1 X,
contradicting the hypothesis that Tn is the least element of X.
Q.E.D.
Let X* denote the set of fixed points of h. Suppose that X* is
nonempty (Lemma 7.1 gives sufficient conditions for X* to be nonempty).
We will show that h satisfies Assumption B'. Since (cf. (7.1)) h is
continuous, it suffices to show that parts (c) and (d) of Assumption B'
hold.
Lemma 7.2 11h(x)-h(y)11 < Ilx-ill for any xE9 n and any yeqin.
Proof: Let z = h(x), w = h(y) and consider any iGN. We will show that
Izi-wil < 11x-yll, from which our claim follows. Since zi = hi(x) and wi
= hi(y), it follows from (7.3) that, for some k in I(i),
Mjai akjxj + zi > bk, (7.5a)
Xj•i akjYj + Wi = bk, (7.5b)
Subtracting (7.5b) from (7.5a), we obtain
Cj#i akj(xj-Yj) + (zi-wi) > 0.
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This together with (7.1) implies that
wi-z i _< Zj~i akj (xj-yj)
C Zji i I akj I lx-yl
< lIx-yll.
The inequality zi-w i < Ilx-yll is obtained similarly. Q.E.D.
Lemma 7 .3 h satisfies Assumption B' (d).
Proof: Suppose the contrary. Then for some (x*,P,S-,S+)e-Q there
exists, for every se (S-US+), an xSeF(x*,4,S-,S+) such that
xseX* and h s(xs ) = XsS.
Let S = S-US+ . We must have S • N because otherwise the set
F(x*,P,S-,S +) would be a singleton, implying that all the vectors xs,
seN, are equal, in which case each XS is a fixed point of h, a
contradiction.
Fix any ieS-. By (7.3) and the hypothesis x* = h(x*), there
exists some kiEI(i) such that
ZjeN akijxj* = bki. (7.6)
Since xi = hi(xi), IjeN akijxji > bk.. It then follows from (7.6) that
1jeN ak j (xji-xj*) > 0.
This implies (using (7.1) and the facts kieI(i), ieS-) that
0 -fXjEs - akij + pl j es akij+Xjes lakijl Ixji-xj*l
-PjXjes - akij-- j e sS+ akijl +ijs l akijl Ixji-xj*l
= -(1-- j•i lakijl)-2 ZjE laIkl +Xj s ,ak ji (Ixji-xj *- ).
Since Ixji-yjl < f for all jiS, (7.1) implies that
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xji akj = -1 and akj = 0, V jeS-. (7.7)
Since the choice of i was arbitrary, (7.7) holds for all ieS-. By an
analogous argument, we obtain that, for all ieS+,
Sj~i aij = -1 and akq 0j , jS, (7.8)
where each ki is a scalar in I(i) such that
XjeN aaj xji = bk.
For each iOS, let k4 be any element of I(i) . Since S•N, (7.7) and
(7.8) imply that the matrix [a.j] ieN, jN is not irreducible - a
contradiction of Assumption F (c) . Q.E.D.
We may now invoke Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.1 to establish that
the partially asvnchronous iteration >: := (i-y)x +l(x) converges -o a
fixed point of h. Unfortunately, such a fixed point is not necessarily
the least element of X. We have, however, the following
characterization of such fixed points:
Lemma 7.4 If X has a least element A, then, for any fixed point x*
of h, there exists a nonnegative scalar } such that x* = +(,...,).
Proof: Since x* is a fixed point of h, x*eX. Hence x* > AT. We then
repeat the proof of Lemma 7.3, with S- = N and xi = T for all iEN.
This yields xi*- . < Xji  i j (xj*-Tj) for all ieN. Since x*-rT > 0,
Assumption F implies that the xi*-71i's are equal. Q.E.D.
Lemma 7.4 states that, given a fixed point x* of h, we can compute
the least element of X by a simple line search along the direction
(-1,...,-1) (the stepsize X is the largest for which x*-(X,...,X) is in
X). An example of X for which the corresponding h has multiple fixed
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points is
X - { (Xlx 2) i Xl-X2 > 0, x1-X2/2 > -1, -xl+x2 2 0 }.
Here h1(x) = max{x2,-l+x 2/2}, h2(x) = x1 and both (-1,-i) and (-2,-2)
are fixed points of h (the least element of X is (-2,-2)).
Let us remark that if the inequalities in Assumption F are strict,
then the mapping h is a contraction mapping (the same argument as in
Lemma 7.2) and totally asynchronous convergence is obtained. We also
remark that, if in the statement of Assumption F (c) we replace "For
any" by the weaker "For some", then Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 still hold, but
not Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4. In fact, it can be shown that X* is not
necessarily convex in this case.
8. Simulation for Network Flow Problems
In this section we study and compare, using simulation, nhe
performance of synchronous and partially asynchronous algorithms for
the network flow problem of §4. We measure the following: (a) the
effects of the stepsize y (cf. Lemma 2.2), the problem size n, and the
asynchrony measure B on the performance of partially asynchronous
algorithms, (b) the efficiency of different partially asynchronous
algorithms relative to each other and also relative to the
corresponding synchronous algorithms.
In our study, we consider a special case of the network flow
problem (4.1)-(4.2) where each cost function aij(-) is a quadratic on
[0,+o], i.e.,
f X ij I fij 2 + Dijfi if fi 0,
ajj(fi) = > (8.1)
-o + otherwise,
where CXij is a given positive scalar and gig is a given scalar. This
special case has many practical applications and has been studied
extensively [22]-[25]. In what follows, we will denote by h:9in--+ n the
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function given by (4.6) and (8.1). All of the algorithms involved in
our study are based on h.
8.1. Test Problem Generation
In our test, each aij is randomly generated from the interval
[1,5] and each Aij is randomly generated from the set {1,2,...,100}.
The average node degree is 10, i.e., 1I1A = 10.n, and the average node
supply is 1000, i.e., i4lsil = 1000-n. Half of the nodes are supply
nodes and half of the nodes are demand nodes (a node i is a supply
(demand) node if si > 0 (si < 0)). The problems are generated using
the linear cost network generator NETGEN [21], modified to generate
cuadrati cost coefficients as well.
8.2. The Main Partially Asynchronous Algorithm
The main focus of our study is the partially asynchronous
algorithm described in §4. This algorithm, called PASYN, generates a
sequence {x(t)} using the partially asynchronous iteration (l.l) under
Assumption A, where the algorithmic mapping f is given by
f(x) = (l-Y)x+yh(x). (8.2)
in our simulation, the communication delays t-Tij(t) are independently
generated from a uniform distribution on the set {1,2,...,B} and, for
simplicity, we assume that Ti = {1,2,...} for all i. [This models a
situation where the computation delay is negligible compared to the
communication delay.] The components of x(1-B), x(2-B),..., x(0) are
independently generated from a uniform distribution over the interval
[0,10] (this is to reflect a lack of coordination amongst processors)
and the algorithm terminates at time t if maxim e{t B ....t}IIX (t) -x (t') 11 <
.001 
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The termination time of PASYN, for different values of y, B and n,is shown in Figures 8.1.a-8.1.c. In general, the rate of convergence
of PASYN is the fastest for y near 1 and for B small, corroborating our
intuition. The termination time grows quite slowly with the size of
the problem n but quite fast with decreasing y. For y near 1, thetermination time grows roughly linearly with B (but not when y is near0).
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8.3. An Alternative Partially Asynchronous Algorithm
Consider the function fo:9In--9>n whose ith component is given by
) hi(x) if i # 1,
fi° (x) = (8.3)
x otherwise.
It is shown in [1] that the algorithm x := f°(x) converges under the
total asynchronism assumption. Hence it is of interest to compare this
algorithm with that described in §8.2 (namely PASYN) under the same
assumption of partial asynchronism. The partially asynchronous version
of the algorithm x:= f°(x), called TASYN, is identical to PASYN except
that the function f in (8.2) is replaced by fo. [Note that TASYN has
the advantage that it uses a unity stepsize.]
The termination time of TASYN, for different values of B and n, is
shown in Figure 8.2. A comparison with Figures 8.i.a-8.i.c shows that
TASYN is considerably slower than PASYN. The speed of TASYN is
improved if f in (8.2) is replaced by fo only after a certain amount of
time has elapsed, but the improvement is still not sufficient for it to
compete with PASYN.
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8.4. Two Synchronous Alcorithms
In this subsection we consider two types of synchronous
algorithms based on h: the Jacobi algorithm and the Gauss-Seidel
algorithm. In particular, the Gauss-Seidel algorithm been shown to be
efficient for practical computation (see [22]-[24]). Hence, by
comparing the asynchronous algorithms with these algorithms, we can
better measure the practical efficiency of the former.
The Jacobi algorithm, called SYNJB, is a parallel algorithm that
generates a sequence {x(t) according to
x(t+i) = (1-y)x(t) +h(x(t) ),
where Ye(0,1). The initial estimates x1 (O), ..., xn(C) are independently
generated from a uniform distribution over the interval [0,10], and the
algorithm terminates at time t if HIx(t)-x(t-l)ll < .001. [SYNJB can be
seen to be a special case of PASYNB where 3 = 1 and hence {x(t)}
converges Do a fixed point of L .
Consider any positive integer b and any function P:N-+{l,...,b}
such that h i (x) does not depend on xj if :(i) = P(j). We associate
with b and f a Gauss-Seidel algorithm that generates a sequence {x(t)}
according to
xhi(xl(t),- xn(t)) if t -- (i)-1 (mod b),
xi(t+1) =
xi(t) otherwise.
In our simulation, the initial estimates xl(O),..., xn(O) are
independently generated from a uniform distribution over the interval
[0,10] and the algorithm terminates at time t if
maxE _b l.....}lx(l)-x(t')I •< .001. [Convergence of {x(t)} to a fixed
point of h follows from Proposition 2.4 in [2]. Note that, similar to
TASYN, this algorithm has the advantage of using a unity stepsize.] We
consider both a serial and a parallel version of this algorithm (this
is done by choosing b and f appropriately). SYNGS1 is the serial
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version which chooses b = n and 5(i) = i for all i. SYNGS2 is the
parallel version which uses a colouring heuristic to find, for each
problem, a choice of b and P for which b is small.
The termination time for SYNJB, SYNGSi and SYNGS2, for different
values of n, are shown in Figures 8.3.a-8.3.b. In Figure 8.3.a, the
choice of b obtained by the colouring heuristic in SYNGS2 is also shown
(in parentheses). In general, SYNJB is considerably faster than either
of the two Gauss-Seidel algorithms SYNGS1 and SYNGS2 (however in SYNJB
all processors must compute at all times). From Figure 8.3.b we see
that, as n increases and the problems become more sparse, SYNGS2 (owing
to its high parallelism) becomes much faster than the serial algorithm
SYNGS1. [Notice that the time for SYNGS1 is approximated by the time
for SYNGS2 multiplied by n/b, as expected.] Comparing Figure 8.3.a
with Figure 8.l.c, we see that SYNJB is approximately 3/2 times faster
than PASYN and that SYNGS2 is slower than PASYN unless PASYN suffers
long delays.
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Figure 8.3.a. Comparing the termination time for the two synchronous,
parallel algorithms SYNJB (y=.9) and SYNGS2, for different values of n.
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different values of n.
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8.5. Simulation of Synchronous Algorithms in the Face of
Communication Delays
In this subsection we consider the execution of the synchronous
iterations of Subsection 8.4 in an asynchronous computing environment,
that is, in an environment where communication delays are variable and
unpredictable. The mathematical description of the algorithms in this
subsection is identical to that of the algorithms considered in the
preceding subsection; for this reason, the number of iterations until
termination is also the same. On the other hand, each processor must
wait until it receives the updates of the other processors before it
can proceed to the next iteration. For this reason, the actual time
until termination is different than the number of iterations. In our
simulation, the delays are randomly generated but their statistics are
tie same as in our simulation of asynchronous algorithms in Subsections
8.2 and 8.3 (uniformly distributed over the set {1,...,B}, where B
denotes the maximum delay). This will allow us to determine whether
asynchronous methods are preferable iLn t-e -ace of cOmR.unicatieo
delavs.
More precisely, consider any synchronous algorithm and let T
denote the number of iterations at which this algorithm terminates.
With each t{l1,...,T} and each ieN, we associate a positive integer
0i(t) to represent the "time" at which the update of the ith component
at iteration t is performed in the corresponding asynchronous
execution. [Here we distinguish between "iteration" for the
synchronous algorithm and "time" for the asynchronous execution.] Then
{Gi(t)} is recursively defined by the following formula
Gi(t) = max{ j (t-l) + (communication delay from proc. j
to proc. i at time Cj(t-l)) },
where the maximization is taken over all jeN such that the jth
component influences the ith component at iteration t. The termination
time of the asynchronous algorithm is then taken to be
maxiN{ ci(T) }.
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The partially asynchronous algorithms that simulate SYNJB, SYNGS1
and SYNGS2 are called, respectively, PASYNJB, PASYNGS1 and PASYNGS2.
The termination times for these algorithms are shown in Figure 8.4-8.6
(they are obtained from the termination time shown in Figures
8.3.a-8.3.b using the procedure described above). Comparing these
figures with Figures 8.1.a-8.1.c, we see that PASYNJB is roughly 4/3
times slower than PASYN (when both use the same stepsize y = .9) while
the other two algorithms PASYNGS1 and PASYNGS2 are considerably slower
than PASYN (even when PASYN uses the most conservative stepsize y =
.1) .
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Figure 8.4. Termination time for PASYNJB (Y=.9), for different values
of B and n.
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To summarize, we can conclude that PASYN is the fastest for
partially asynchronous computation and that its synchronous counterpart
SYNJB is the fastest for synchronous parallel computation. We remark
that similar behaviour was observed in other network flow problems that
were generated. Furthermore, the asynchronous algorithm PASYN seems to
be preferable to its synchronous counterpart SYNJB in the face of
delays. In practice, the assumption that the delays are independent
and identically distributed might be violated. For example, queueing
delays are usually dependent; also, the distance between a pair of
processors who need to communicate could be variable, in which case the
delays are not identically distributed. On the other hand, such issues
cannot be simulated convincingly without having a particular parallel
computing system in mind.
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9. Conclusion and Extensions
In this paper we have presented a general framework, based on
nonexpansive mappings, for partially asynchronous computation. The key
to this framework is a new class of functions that are nonexpansive
with respect to the maximum norm. We showed that any algorithm whose
algorithmic mapping belongs to this class converges under the partial
asynchronism assumption with an arbitrarily large bound on the delays.
While some of the asynchronous algorithms thus obtained are known,
others are quite new. Simulation with network flow problems suggests
that the new algorithms may be substantially faster than the partially
asynchronous implementation of serial algorithms. Whether these new
algorithms are indeed competitive with other parallel algorithms or
fast serial algorithms cannot be determined conclusively without
further study.
In the future we hope to implement some of these algorithms on
parallel computers to test their practical efficiency. in rhis
direction, Lhe work of [26] has shown much promise. -i would also be
of interest to expand the class of problems that come under our
framework or to sharpen the convergence theory (by weakening our
assumptions).
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